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Abstract
In this study, it has been investigated the role of teaching applications which intend to develop visualization skills of the students on visualization usage and effective visualization usage in problem solving. It is an experimental research based on an experimental pre-test post-test model. The experimental and control groups consist of the 8th grade (14-15-year-old) students of a secondary school in Izmir/ Turkey. The experiment group was formed of 21 students, while the control group was formed of 22 students. In the experimental group, teaching process of “systems of linear equations” subject was carried out by using computer-based visual representations and visualization practices. Before and after the teaching application and practices, the status of visualization usage and effective visualization usage of students was examined with “Abstract Thinking in Mathematics Test” which has been developed by the researchers. Results showed that to practice visualizing on routine problem solving effect the students’ preferences on using visual modes of thought and problem solving when they solve non-routine problems. According to posttest scores of experimental group, usage and effective usage of visualization in problem solving were increase.
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Introduction
The first reason making the mathematics difficult to comprehend is its "feature of being abstract". For this reason in elementary mathematics when the cases require abstract thinking, visual presentations and models are commonly used for the abstraction of concepts and problem solving. During the transition from arithmetic to algebra especially for the 8th graders in primary schools (15-year-olds), the algebraic approach is kept at the forefront for high school and college-level math teaching. Since the visual representations remained only in the early years of primary education, the role of visualization in the learning process through advanced levels is reduced, and the algebraic approach in math teaching is emphasized, and this resulted in perceiving the algebra education as a different branch from mathematics. Teaching with algebraic approach, enables the students to develop their abstract thinking skills. However, the absence of the expected level of abstract thinking skills can bring along some deficiencies in the use of conceptual and procedural knowledges. The structural deficiencies which can be described as a gap between arithmetic and algebra, can lead to difficulties for the internalization of abstract concepts and their relations with others during the transition from arithmetic to algebra. In other words, when it is got further away from the visual presentations, students from the 8th class of primary school to university level
may have difficulties in visualizing the abstract mathematical concepts and establishing the necessary relations.

The studies for the development of Abstract Thinking Skills in Mathematics:

During the years covering the preschool period and concrete operational stage, Clements, Sarama ve DiBase (2004) have referred to "Using the words of numbers anywhere appropriately", "Playing with directions and maps", "Using materials", "Making a classification activity for any reason", "Talking over reasons and assumptions", "Helping to ask good questions", "Talking about talking, thinking about thinking" and "Concretization" as exemplars of some mathematical activities in order to develop abstract thinking. During the abstract operational stage (when the abstract thinking capacities of individuals get expanded) these activities should be carried up to advanced levels. The abstract thinking individual who has the flexibility of thoughts is expected to have developed behavior and skills to look at the events from many aspects, think with assumptions and probabilities apart from realities, think critical, solve many problems by mental processing, reasoning, arguing and combining few factors, make analysis and synthesis and understand the relationship between the object and the phenomenon. According to the standards of the math education program for this period, Schwarz, Dreyfus and Hershkowitz (2009) have referred to the necessity of "making research activities where the observation, hypothesis construction, generalization, and inspection stages can be carried out, creating meaningful situations which motivates for learning and persuading, creating activities associated with the prior knowledge of the individual, having them to think deeply about the knowledge they have on the subject" in the learning process.

Visualization in improving the success of mathematical problem solving

Mathematical problems by its nature involve many sentences connected with each other. Verbal problems sometimes occur in a long paragraph; therefore, a mathematical problem may seems like quite long, complex, abstract, and a pile of meaningless data for the students. In the study carried out by Joseph (2004) with 13-14 year old 56 secondary school students,
the students who are unsuccessful in solving problems appeared to be unsatisfactory in grasping the problem, strategic knowledge, conversion of the problem in mathematical form and making the calculations. To overcome these obstacles in the problem solving process of the students, different approaches and strategies need to be used by the teachers and the students.

"Determining the hidden unknown of the problem", "expressing the relations of the sentences with each other by using the mathematical symbols" are important steps prior to the algebraic operations to find the unknown. These steps require abstraction in mathematics and should be gradually constructed in a proper manner. In mathematics, especially in problem solving, the most important benefit of the use of visualization is having the visualization convert the abstract into less abstract or to concrete, and supporting the abstract thinking and reasoning by this means. In other words, in a word problem, having meaningful drawings to ease the conversion of the sentences into correct mathematical expressions requires an advanced level of abstract thinking and reasoning. Arcavi (2003) qualifies visualization as a key component of reasoning (both conceptual and perceptual), problem solving, and proving. In this research, practicing visualization on routine problems and consolidation of the effective visualization usage with non-routine problems have been studied. At the end of this process, the answer is sought on whether the students perceive visualization as an alternative approach to algebraic approach and use it effectively while solving the non-routine problems. Before describing the details of this study, the literature review underlying the experimental approach is elaborated.

**Literature Review:**

We have referred to many remarkable studies in order to explain “the status of visualization in mathematics learning” from different perspectives.(e.g.; Eisenberg & Dreyfus, 1986; Bishop, 1989; Barwise ve Etchemendy (1991); Zimmermann & Cunningham (1991); Presmeg, 1992; English, 1997; Hitt (1998); Duval (1999); Arcavi, 2003; Presmeg, 2006).

Zimmermann & Cunningham (1991) described the mathematical visualization as the process of forming images (mentally, or with pencil paper, or with the aid of technology) and using such images effectively for mathematical discovery and understanding. This definition was
blended with Hershkowitz et al. (1989)’s by Arcavi (2003). He gave a place the blend of “visualization” definition in his paper as follows:

“Visualization is the ability, the process and the product of creation, interpretation, use of and reflection upon pictures, images, diagrams, in our minds, on paper or with technological tools, with the purpose of depicting and communicating information, thinking about and developing previously unknown ideas and advancing understandings.”

The contribution of visual presentations to math teaching have been extensively studied in the 1990s. From the discussions on the current position of visualization in math teaching, the idea of “the visualization is not where it belongs in the learning process” has emerged. In their research named “Visual Information and Valid Reasoning”, Barwise and Etchemendy (1991) mentioned that despite the importance of visual expressions in human cognitive activity is clear and unambiguous, they remained in the second place for the theory and practice of mathematics. They claimed that the visual expressions can not only be important as a shortcut or a pedagogical tool but as the reasonable elements of mathematical proofs. Similarly Dreyfus (1991) stated that the math educators appear to be aware of the importance of visual reasoning, but the students tend to avoid visual reasoning in exercises. He asserted a claim that the reason for this reluctance of the students is only because the teachers continue to emphasize the non-visual methods in teaching. Healy and Hoyles (1996) also pointed out this reluctance and emphasized the need for the creation of systems to support the students for establishing a link between mathematics and visualization. He pointed out the necessity of visualization to upgrade from the existing "learning support assistant" position to "a perfectly valid tool for learning and proving" in math teaching. In contrast to this opinion Duval (1999) emphasized that “from a learning point of view, visualization, the only relevant cognitive modality in mathematics, cannot be used as an immediate and obvious support for understanding.”

Hitt (1998) mentioned that the teachers adopted the algorithmic-algebraic approach in math test books for concept teaching and encouraged to avoid taking visualization into account for problem solving. However when the visualization approach is used effectively, it also plays a supporting role for the creation of the algorithmic structure in the algebraic approach which is used to solve the problem.
Stylianou (2001) has the opinion that the image of “the reluctance against visualization” in college mathematics has started to change if compared with 10 years ago. Stylianou (2001) propounded that the perceptions of mathematicians and university students have changed on the use of visualization and stated that the students are willing to use visual representations however the studies on developing this skill are very limited in learning environments.

When approaching to the present day, the studies to determine the status of the current use of visualization and visual representations in learning mathematics and problem solving have revealed some important results. These results show that students who have become accustomed to the algebraic approach (which is given only in accordance with mathematical rules) have difficulties for the transfer of algebraic terms to visual representations or vice versa and the interpretation of different representations of an mathematical expression. (Rösken ve Rolka, 2006; Orhun, 2007; Zubieta ve Meza; 2008; Yenilmez ve Şan, 2008; Delice ve Sevimli, 2010). However, visual reasoning with the visualization provides convenience for the understanding of conceptual knowledge and making various generalizations in the process of abstraction. As Yenilmez ve Şan (2008) also expressed, visualization stimulates mental operations such as intuitive understanding of complex processes or establishing abstract relations. Based on this it can be said that the visualization contributes to the development of abstract thinking.

When reaching to the present day under the consideration of these studies, it is believed that there are not sufficient number of researches to demonstrate the power of visualization in learning mathematics, (as in this research), and the studies are carried out with a variety of class activities to demonstrate the power of visualization in mathematics education. (David & Tomaz 2011; Uysal Koğ & Başer; 2011).

In Turkey when the literature in the relevant field is analyzed, there exists the surveys conducted on the consideration of multiple representations of mathematical knowledge in verbal, numerical, graphical or algebraic way in the process of learning and their effective use during the process and the experimental studies. (Erbaş, 2005; Akkoç, 2005; Özmantar, Akkoç, Bingölbalı, Demir ve Ergene, 2010; İpek ve Baran, 2011). Limited studies on the use of visual representations in math teaching were carried out with teacher candidates in high
school level (Tekin ve Konyalıoğlu, 2009) and in undergraduate level (İpek, 2003; Konyalıoğlu, 2003; Türer ve Şengül, 2007).

Even though nowadays it is supported by the use of computers and other technological tools and devices, the essential tools of visualization are mind, pen and papers. Zimmermann & Cunningham (1991) recommended handling the field of mathematical visualization not only related to the computer based visualization but also to the non-computer based visualization. They mentioned that drawing a simple figure to represent a mathematical problem and using such figures as an aid in problem solving are fundamental visualization skills. Without such fundamental skills, it is impossible to use computer based visualization effectively.

In this experimental study, the subject of first-degree equations with one and two unknowns (system of linear equations) which exists in the eighth grade curriculum of primary education is taught in accordance with the visualization approach. The purpose of the design and use of visual materials used in the experimental process is to make the students understand that before the representation of the data in algebraic terms, visual representations can be used as intermediate step in word problems and to support the students to see the visualization as an alternative solution for other problems or complex situations and make this method work properly.

In this context the problem of the research is arranged in the form of "Does the use of visualization in mathematical problem solving studies increase a) the use of visualization in the process of problem-solving? b) the effective use of visualization?". However, in this research the accuracy of the assumption "if we compare the situation before and after the teaching process, the changes between the abstract thinking in math test scores of experiment and control group students indicate a statistically significant difference?" has been tested.
Method

Research Model

In this research a test model consisting of a pretest-posttest control group has been used. The subject of first-degree equations with one or two unknowns (systems of linear equations) is taught in accordance with the approach of visualization and computer aided visual presentations. Students belonging to the control group are taught the same subject under the supervision of their own teacher and in their own class environment without any changes. Before the practice, the control group teacher declared his instructional plan that is personally taught by himself verbally and that the students transfer notes of the relevant subject from the blackboard. Then lessons were finalized by solving various exercises about the new learned area. In light of this information, control group lessons can be described as Traditional Education Technique basis. The methods used in both groups are investigated for their effects on utilization level of visualization for students in problem solving and effective use of visualization.

Working group

The experimental and control groups consist of the 8th grade (14-15-year-old students) students of a secondary school in Izmir city during the 2010-2011 academic year. The experiment group was formed of 21 students ((N_{girls}=13, N_{boys}= 8), while the control group was formed of 22 students (N_{girls}=14, N_{boys}= 8).

Materials

Before the visual teaching application process, work sheets and computer aided visual materials were prepared by the researchers.

Worksheets:

Firstly, various types of word problems in the subject of first-order equations with one or two unknowns (systems of linear equations) were selected for the visual presentation. These problems which can be referred as routine problems exist in curriculum. Four types of problems with one unknown and four types of problems with two unknowns were selected. Then, three problems were composed from each of these problem types. Then a worksheet
was prepared for each type of problem. An exemplar of this worksheet (shown in Appendix 1) divides the teaching applications regarding problem solving into 3 sections which include the in-class practices, individual practices and homework practices.

Computer aided visual materials:

The solution of the first problem which is under the topic of “Let’s solve together” was primarily solved as a draft on the paper by researchers visually. The drawings on the draft paper were then transferred to the computer with the use of animations. The data, connections between the sentences in the problem and connections between the data and the wanted were animated step by step, visually presented within this model. Macromedia Flash CS 5, Swish Max, iSpring and Power Point were used during the material development process (see the example in Online Resource 1). After developing, the animations were reviewed by the researchers, 3 mathematics teachers and 2 instructional technologies experts as effective learning tools in terms of both visual (eye-catching) and pedagogical (clear, in order, comprehensible, motivating) perspectives. Necessary changes were made according to expert views.

Procedure

The path is followed in this experimental study:

-1- Teaching the subject via visualization approach “Let’s solve it together”

Particularly the subject of systems of linear equations that the students met for the first time, the animations were built based on inductive methods. In the animated presentation of the word problem stated in the first section of the work sheet (the section “Let’s solve together”), The answers of the purposeful questions about the word problem such as “what’s being asked to us?”, “what do we already know?”, “what do we need to know?”, “what kind of algorithm can we use?” were emphasized with the support of visualization. In other words the word problem was modeled with the help of animations before the mathematical modeling. Modeling acted as a bridge between the verbal representation and
the mathematical model of the problem. In the process of answering aforementioned questions the students were encouraged to reasoning, make comment on the solution. During discussion the animations were repeated step by step, forwards and backwards according to students’ questions to resolve the misunderstanding. After discussion, students transferred this visual solution to the blank provided for the solution near the first question in work sheet.

-2- *Strengthening the use of visualization regarding the solution of routine problems: “Solve it yourself”*

After the solution of the first problem with the support of computer aided visualization, students worked individually on the solution of the second word problem which was in the section of “Solve it yourself”. To be able to strengthen the usage of drawings, the students were asked to solve the second problem visually. It was emphasized that the visualization was used as a tool to solve the problem easier and therefore the visualizations may not be pictorial but symbolical. In other words, the students were advised against not wasting too much time on drawing but to make the drawings in a way that they can understand. After the practice of solving the word problem by constructing its visual model, the various solutions from students were discussed in class and the true solution was demonstrated by a voluntary student.

“At home” : The goal of the third problem in the work sheet (in the section of “At home…” was to reinforce the effective transformation the data from verbal to visual representation. This tripartite process was repeated for all eight work sheets which included different word problem types.

-3- *The solution of non-routine problems with the help of visualization approach*

During the lessons with the support of animations and visualization practices, the students were encouraged to transform 24 routine word problems to mathematical expressions by using drawings, visual representations. After this process on routine problems, to examine the development of visualization usage and effective visualization usage skill ”Abstract Thinking in Math Test (ATMT)” was used.
Data collection

In this research, a multiple-choice test named “Abstract Thinking in Math Test” (ATMT) which has been developed by the researchers was used. The items of the ATMT have been prepared based on the abstractness of mathematical problems. The test includes the problems which are mostly non-routine and easier to solve with visualization. Up-to-date text books and test preparation books are analyzed before creating the items. Since the ATMT doesn’t involve only one mathematical topic, items specifically focuses on higher order thinking skills and visualization usage. The students were expected to transfer “the solution”, “the way of thinking” and “the followed algorithm” to the paper even though they solve the problem in their minds.

Development of “Abstract Thinking in Math Test” (ATMT)

The draft version of the ATMT consists of 8 application, 6 analysis, 4 synthesis and 4 evaluation level items. After consulting 7 academicians working on mathematics education and 5 mathematics teachers, the corrections has been made on the items. The test has been developed by means of the item analysis via ITEMAN packaged software. Data were collected from 378 ninth-grade class students. For each item on the test p (item difficulty) and r (characteristic feature) values were calculated. As a result of the item analysis, 4 items were omitted whose characteristic feature values are below 0.29. Also the options of an item is rearranged and added to the test. The reliability (Cronbach Alpha) of the test with 18 items was calculated as 0.64. After the development of the ATMT, it was applied on 72 students within 2 month breaks and the reliability coefficient was calculated as 0.66. Maximum score available on ATMT is 100 points.

The evaluation of ATMT:

The Abstract Thinking in Math Test was evaluated via two different approaches: In the first approach, the scores gathered via choosing the correct responses in the test are calculated as (an achievement test) for “overall test scores (OTS)”. In the second evaluation approach was
based on the level of visualization usage regarding the solutions of the problems. The scoring system with 5-point scale was designed to evaluate the test in terms of not only the response but also solution method. It was examined how often the students used visualization and whether they used it effectively or not.

In the second evaluation approach, the scoring system uses 5-point scale as “G+”, “G-”, “G/”, “+”, “-” and the exemplar of evaluation is given in Table 1. The sample question regarding the evaluation in accordance with the criteria in Table 1 is the first question of the Abstract Thinking Test. The question is: “A rectangle whose short edge is 3 cm, and long edge is 8 cm is folded in a way that the short edges overlap. And the shape obtained afterwards is cut along its diagonal. What’s the perimeter of the final shape in centimeters? a) 7  b) 12  c) 14  d) 22”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of Visualization</th>
<th>Response category</th>
<th>Sample Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G+</td>
<td>“Visual and correct” (Visualization used effectively, answered correctly.)</td>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-</td>
<td>“Visual and incorrect” Visualization used effectively, not answered correctly.</td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G/</td>
<td>Visualization not used effectively.</td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+</td>
<td>“nonvisual and correct” Visualization never used, answered correctly.</td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Image" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it can be observed in Table 1, “G+”, “G-” and “G/” are the points for the answers which the students utilize visualization. Therefore the answers evaluated as “G+”, “G-” and “G/” out of 18 questions constitute the “visualization score (VS)” belonging to that student. The questions graded with “G+” and “G-” are the questions which the students utilize the visualization effectively. And the score gathered via the points “G+” and “G-” constitutes the “effective visualization score (EVS)” of the student. The answers are evaluated by this scoring system and “visualization score (VS)” due to the use of visualization and “effective visualization score (EVS)” due to the solution oriented effective visualization usage were calculated for each student in pretest and posttest.

Table 2. An Example of two evaluation approaches of the responses given to the Abstract Thinking in Math Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>G+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>G+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>G-</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>G+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>G+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>G/</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>G-</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>G+</td>
<td>✔</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As it seen Table 2, Student A -with 10 correct choices- got 56 points as Overall test scores (OTS) (1.Evaluation approach as a multiple-choice test). When the same student’s paper was assessed according to 2.evaluation approach, then he got 61 points as visualization scores (VS), due to his visual responses. And his effective visualization scores (EVS) was calculated as 44 points due to his definitive visual responses.

Analysis of Data

The data collected during this research were analyzed with the aid of the SPSS 19.0 packaged software. Shapiro Wilks normality test, Independent samples t-test, Wilcoxon signed ranks test and Mann Whitney U statistical tests are also used to analyze the data.

Findings

During the experimental process, we tried to make the students believe that “visualization can be a reinforcement for reasoning. And visual reasoning supports problem solving process in mathematics.” Enhancing the Volunteering status for drawings (to visualize the problem) and Problem solving success was aim of this visual problem solving process. Therefore, in terms of the aim of the process, it makes sense to evaluate students’ pretest and posttest papers according to two criteria: “Visualization usage” and “Correctness of answers”.

The findings of this research is given respectively as a) on item basis and b) on student basis. On item basis evaluation, changing the status of “Visualization usage” and “Correctness of
answers” were examined. On student basis evaluation, “visualization score (VS)” and “effective visualization score (EVS)” of experiment and control groups were compared.

a) Descriptive Analyses on item basis:

On item basis evaluation, we searched that if the visual learning process by scaffolding visualization practices enhanced the students’ willing to visualization. The percentages of visual and effective visual responses are reported Table 3.

Table 3. Percentages of Pretest-Posttest Visual Responses belonging to Experimental Group Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>Post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Post.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it seen in Table 3, percentages of visual and effective visual responses for all items increased after the experimental process out of two items (item 11 and item 14). But when we focus on the results of item 11, we can see the increase on effective visual responses (from %34 to % 76). In brief, students put more effort forth to make drawings, to solve the problems visual way after visual problem solving practices. More importantly, they used
more powerful drawings. And when they didn’t find it necessary then they didn’t use it (As it seen Item 17 and 18- percentages of pre-post tests).

During the experimental process, the aim of animations and visualization practices was not to make the students “visualizer”. More importantly is “to serve drawings to find out the correct answer”. To obtain that if the visual learning process supports problem solving success, percentage of visual & non visual correct responses are reported (see in Table 4).

### Table 4. Percentages of Pretest-Posttest Correct Responses belonging to Experimental Group Students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item No:</th>
<th>Visual &amp; correct responses (G+ %)</th>
<th>Non-visual &amp; correct responses (+ %)</th>
<th>Total correct responses</th>
<th>Item No:</th>
<th>Visual &amp; correct responses (G+ %)</th>
<th>Non-visual &amp; correct responses (+ %)</th>
<th>Total correct responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Pre. 67</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Pre. 5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>81</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Pre. 5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Pre. 29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 48</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 71</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Pre. 14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Pre. 5</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 43</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 24</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Pre. 24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Pre. 29</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 57</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Pre. 19</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Pre. 5</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 14</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>85</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 0</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Pre. 10</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Pre. 24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 19</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 67</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Pre. 33</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Pre. 5</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 19</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Pre. 14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>Pre. 0</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 62</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 0</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pre. 33</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Pre. 0</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 76</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>90</td>
<td></td>
<td>Post. 0</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it seen in Table 4, percentages of visual & correct responses for all items increased after the visual problem solving process out of two items (item 6 and item 14). As small but important detail, when we pay attention to the results of item 14, according to post test percentage of correct answer (90%), we can say that most of the students didn’t find drawings necessary to solve the problem. Most of them thought that algebraic way is fit for this problem, preferred this way and succeed it.
b) Data Analyses on student basis:

Group Equivalency:

It was important to obtain initially whether control group students significantly differed from the students in the experimental group at the beginning. To determine the group equivalency, "overall test scores (OTS) - pretest data" of the ATMT were used. Before the comparison, w test for normality was made.

The analysis results of Shapiro-Wilks test showed that ATMT “overall test scores (OTS)” data are normally distributed (W_{exp-pre} = .948, p = .315; W_{exp-post} = .955, p = .418; W_{control-pre} = .923, p = .089; W_{control-post} = .915, p = .061). Therefore, independent samples t-test was used. As a result of Independent Samples t-test, it is observed that there is no statistically significant difference between the pretest scores of the experiment (\(\bar{X}: 56.66; sd: 16.75\)) and control (\(\bar{X}: 48.41; sd: 13.55\)) groups (z=0.82, p > .05). This situation indicates that both groups were equivalent in terms of overall test scores at the beginning of the procedure.

Research question (a):” Can teaching applications for developing visualization skills increase the use of visualization in the problem solving process?

After the comparison of the experimental group pretest-posttest visualization scores (VS) with the help of Wilcoxon signed ranks test, it is observed that there is statistically significant difference between the pretest (\(\bar{X}_{exp-pre}: 37.76; sd: 19.65\)) and posttest (\(\bar{X}_{exp-post}: 56.19; sd: 18.34\)) scores (z=3.57, p < .05). And as it seems this difference in favor of the posttest visualization scores (VS_{post}). According to the results, it can be said that visual teaching techniques and visualization practices can provide an increase in the use of visualization for the students.

Research question (b):” Can teaching applications for developing visualization skills increase the effective use of visualization in the problem solving process?

After the comparison of the pretest-posttest effective visualization scores (EVS) of experiment group students with the help of Wilcoxon signed ranks test, it is observed that
there is statistically significant difference between the pretest ($\bar{X}$: 17.52; sd: 14.53) and posttest ($\bar{X}$: 42.24; sd: 22.1) scores ($z$=3.83, $p$<.05). This difference in favor of the posttest effective visualization scores (EVSpost). According to this, we can say that visual teaching techniques and visualization practices can provide an increase in correct and effective use of visualization for the students.

The question of “Did the control group students have similar results, suggesting that the significant changes cited above are not due to the intervention, but due to the mathematics course?” is also significant in terms of experimental process. To find out the answer of this question, control group students’ “use of visualization scores” (VS) were also compared.

After the examination of the pretest-posttest visualization points of control group students (VS) with the help of Wilcoxon signed ranks test, it is observed that there is no statistically significant difference between the pretest ($\bar{X}$: 28.27; sd: 10.98) and posttest ($\bar{X}$: 34.09; sd: 32.51) scores ($z$=.99, $p$>.05). Similarly, after the comparison of the pretest-posttest effective visualization scores (EVS) of control group students with the help of Wilcoxon signed ranks test, it is observed that there is no statistically significant difference between the pretest ($\bar{X}$: 11.77; sd: 10.38) and posttest ($\bar{X}$: 26.41; sd: 31.44) scores ($z$=1.83, $p$>.05).

To find out the answer of the question: “Is there a pretest-posttest difference regarding the use of visualization and effective use of visualization between the teaching group which utilizes the visual presentations and the teaching group with traditional teaching approaches?”, visualization scores (VS) and effective visualization scores (EVS) of experiment and control groups were compared with Mann Whitney U test. The results are provided in Table 5.

Table 5. The u-test results regarding the comparison of the pretest-posttest visualization points (VS) and effective visualization points (EVS) for the students involved in experiment and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Measu.</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Mean Rank</th>
<th>Sum of Ranks</th>
<th>U</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use of Visualization</td>
<td>pretest</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>25.52</td>
<td>536.00</td>
<td>157.00</td>
<td>.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(VS)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>18.64</td>
<td>410.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>posttest</td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27.29</td>
<td>573.00</td>
<td>120.00</td>
<td>.007*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16.95</td>
<td>373.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After the evaluation of the pretest visualization scores (VS) of experiment ($\bar{X}_{\text{exp-pre-VS}}$: 37.76; sd: 19.65) and control ($\bar{X}_{\text{control-pre-VS}}$: 28.27; sd: 10.98) groups, it is observed that there is no statistically significant difference (U=157.00, p>.05). Similar to this, there is no statistically significant difference between the pretest effective visualization scores (EVS) of the two groups ($\bar{X}_{\text{exp-pre-EVS}}$: 17.52; sd: 14.53), ($\bar{X}_{\text{control-pre-EVS}}$: 11.77; sd: 10.38), (U=179.50, p>.05). But the comparison of the posttest visualization scores (VS) of experiment ($\bar{X}_{\text{exp-post-VS}}$: 56.19; sd: 18.34) and control ($\bar{X}_{\text{control-post-VS}}$: 34.09; sd: 32.51) groups, it is observed that there is statistically significant difference in the advantage of experiment group (U=120.00, *p<.05). Concordantly after the comparison of the posttest effective visualization scores (EVS) of examination ($\bar{X}_{\text{exp-post-EVS}}$: 42.24; sd: 22.10) and control ($\bar{X}_{\text{control-post-EVS}}$: 26.41; sd: 31.44) groups, it is observed that there is statistically significant difference in the advantage of experiment group (U=130.00, *p<.05). According to these statistical results, the teaching method which utilizes the visual teaching techniques regarding the effective use of visualization for the students is more efficient than the method with traditional teaching approaches.

Results and Discussion

The main idea of this research is to increase the use of visualization and strengthening the effective use of visualization with problem solving activities. Therefore the solutions of routine problems were made via computer aided visual presentations. Separate and common visual problem solving practices were carried out. The tendencies to use drawings and the status of visualization usage were evaluated by the Abstract Thinking in Math Test before and after the experimental process.

The item-based evaluations regarding the Abstract Thinking in Math Test which consists of non-routine problems show that visual mode of teaching and thinking and problem solving practices with drawings encourage the students to use the visualization and improve their performances about using visualization effectively. While students in both groups were
Initially using algebraic methods to solve the problems before the process, it is observed that rigorous visualizations were made both for understanding the problem and simplifying the solution in the final evaluation results of the students who took part in experimental study.

Harel’s study on teaching linear algebra (1989) has revealed that the visualization of concepts can help to remove learning disabilities and overcome the obstacles successfully. Clements and Compo stated that the visual fraction activities enable us to keep the concepts strongly in mind in their study of the effectivity of visual approach conducted by 21 elementary school students (Adapted by İpek, 2003). Studies of Rösken-Rolka (2006), İpek (2003), Konyaloğlu (2003), Afamasaga-Fuata’I (2004) and Zubieta-Meza (2008) also resulted in a conclusion that the visualization approaches significantly contribute to the mathematical problem solving skills of the students. The results of this study indicates two significant points in terms of mathematics lessons:

*Is Visualization an aim or a tool?*

We should clarify that during the visual problem solving process, we were instilling to the students the importance of drawings and visual reasoning in problem solving. We aimed to provide the students a learning environment where they can improve their own drawings, visual view and visual reasoning on various problems. Namely, visualization was at the exact center of our aim. While we were doing these, we emphasized that main aim is successfully problem solving, not visualization usage. At the end of problem solving process which was carried out this aspect, students used drawings mostly when they required.

*We can’t generalize the “visualization support” for “all mathematical situations” and “all individuals”:

In this study, it was worked on equations and systems of linear algebraic equations. During the process, it was focused on development of students’ visualization and modeling usage only this subject. In terms of mathematical subjects, the answer of the question: “if visualization approach is useful for teaching other mathematical subject?” is discusible.
Because drawings are made on the purpose of clarify, simplify the mathematical concept or situation. It varies from person to person. Additionally, “Mathematical problem solving” is independently substantial area. Visualization can be the best way -for only required problem posing-, not all of them. When problem posing is not clear enough to solve, then drawings can come into prominence. Otherwise it can be waste of time. However visual solution methods were practiced during the experimental process, the final decision of choosing the solution method referred to the students. Results show that some problems were solved in algebraic way successfully by the students. At the end of the process, students had enough knowledge about alternative solution methods and they made more conscious decisions than at the beginning.

On the other hand it can’t be said that the individuals choosing to use the visualization approach have abstract intelligence, and the others have analytical, algebraic intelligence. Presmeg (2006) also stated that the individuals who have abstract intelligence may not refer to visual methods time to time. As an example the experimental work of Lawrie ve Kay (2001) resulted in a conclusion that the students use visualization when solving verbal or difficult problems and choose to benefit from the non-visual methods for the problems which can be perceived easier.

Most of mathematical concepts (from basic to advanced level) have an image, indeed. However they seem as abstract, they can be described more perceptibly way. Rösken & Rolka (2006) stated in their study, the students have difficulties on visual demonstration of mathematical concepts which are given whilst working on specific problems. The number of the students that could formulate the given visual expression of a mathematical concept are very few and the success rate is very low since the students try to solve problems via algorithmic methods instead of visualization approach. Starting from this point of view they stated that the students can’t correlate the visualization with mathematics and the visualization is difficult but important for them. In a similar way, Zubieta and Meza (2008) mentioned that the basic theorem of Analysis emphasizes the algorithmic way apart from the important connections between the derivative and integral topics.

Foremost is propounding the connections between mathematical concepts and their images with various visualization activities. For this reason, utilizing the visual presentations as a
"middle step" between algebra and arithmetic in problem solving process may smooth the way for making various generalizations and abstraction. The idea of "using drawings as a middle step" can be presented to the students in a strengthening manner just as teaching algebraic approaches. The problem solving exercises in the class can build learning environments for strengthening the use of visualization.

Students should define the most suitable method for themselves and develop an inner system according to their decisions. They should witness different outer systems and join different visualization exercises initially. When viewed from this aspect, the use of visualization in the classrooms for math education should be popularized and teachers should make the students understand that this useful, alternative method also exists with the help of various exercises.
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Fig.1 An exemplar of worksheets